
Year 9                        History Homework - Term 3 
 

Vocabulary – Be prepared  to write a definition in a quiz 

W1 Democracy A country where the people choose their government through elections. 

W1 Dictatorship Country ruled by a person or people with total power over a country. They 
usually take control by force. 

W2 Blockade Stop goods or people from entering or leaving a country. 

W2 Malnutrition When a person does not get enough nutrients from their food to live and grow.  

W2 Nazi Political party led by Hitler (National Socialist German Workers' Party) 

W3 Hyperinflation When prices of all goods rise extremely quickly meaning that money becomes 
worthless. 

W3 Indoctrination Teaching someone to accept things without questioning them (brainwashing). 

W4 Appeasement Allowing aggressive actions to happen to avoid war or fighting. 

W4 Rearmament Rebuilding a country’s military. 

W4 Rhineland An important industrial region of Germany, producing coal, steel and iron 
resources on the border between France and Germany. 

W5 Sudetenland An area of Germany taken from Czechoslovakia in 1919. 

W5 Lebensraum German – ‘Living space’. Used to describe Germany taking over other 
countries. 

W6 Blitzkrieg German – ‘Lightning War’ – Fast moving battle tactic that uses tanks and 
warplanes used by Germany in the 1930s. 

W6 Alliances Agreements between countries to defend each other. 

Key Dates – be prepared to be quizzed on these 

W1  1918 – End of WWI 

W2  1923 – Year Hyperinflation hit Germany 

W3  1929 – Wall Street Crash 

W4  1933 – Nazi Party elected to power 

W5  1936 – Nuremberg Rally 

W6  1939 – World War II begins 

Key Questions – write a few sentences/short paragraph 

W1    What is the biggest difference between a Democracy and a Dictatorship? 

W1    Name one way Fascism differs from Communism 

W2    Name 5 policies of the Nazi Party. 

W2    Would you consider all Nazi policies to be ‘wrong’? 

W3    How did a bottle of Coca Cola cost £300 Billion in 1923? 

W3    Why might some people want to get rid of a democratic system in their country? 

W4    Name 3 ways life for Jewish people got worse under Nazi rule in the 1930s. 

W4    Name 3 ways life for women changed under Nazi rule. 

W5    How would an Appeaser justify their position on Germany? 

W5    Why did people oppose appeasement? 

W6    What was Hitler’s justification for invading Czechoslovakia?  

W6    Why did the invasion of Poland the start the Second World War? 
Key Individuals  - Be prepared to answer questions on these individuals 

W1   Benito Mussolini 

W2   Adolf Hitler 

W3  Joseph Goebbels 

W4  Heinrich Himmler 

W5  Joseph Stalin 

W6  Neville Chamberlain 

 


